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General Disclaimer

The information provided herein is for general informational purposes and educational 
purposes only, and is not a substitute for legal advice.  Under no circumstances shall we 
have any liability to you for any loss or damage or any kind incurred as a result of use of 
information herein or reliance on any information provided herein.  Accordingly, before 
taking any actions based upon such information herein, we encourage you to consult 
with the appropriate legal professionals and licensed attorneys.  We do not provide any 
kind of legal advice.  The use or reliance of any information contained herein is solely at 
your own risk.

This document may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for 
the use of person(s) in which this document is attention to.  If you are not the intended 
recipient ,  you  are  hereby  notified  that  any  review ,  dissemination ,  distribution, or
duplication of this document, or any parts herein, is strictly prohibited.  If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the 
document.
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Base-On-Credit-Token (“BOCT”) platform, owned by Creditz Base Group Limited (“CBGL 
or The Company”), is the first private blockchain-based digital money platform for cross 
border payment to your designated destination.  Together with RMBex Limited (“RMBex”)   
being  a  digital  money   brokering  platform  which  offers  online trading  and brokering 
of   cryptocurrencies,  our   group  has   developed  a stand-out  service for cross border
settlement that exceed digital consumers’ expectation.

There is without doubt that the future of digital trend offers new growth opportunities at  
an exponential rate for financial services segment.  In the past, there were many concerns 
over issues like security, privacy as well as uncertainty over how to monetize and derive 
value from externalizing data assets.  The tide is now slowly, but surely, changing shifting 
core banking mindsets towards digitization by partnering with non-banking new entrants 
for leverage and provision of capabilities in the ever-rapidly expanding open banking 
ecosystem.

The continuous rise in tech consumerization and applications has opened the door for 
many  fintechs  and  nonbanks  to make  forays  into the banking value chain.  However,
majority of such fintech attention has been limited to payment settlement segment and 
consumer lending segment of the value chain.

We, at CBGL an RMBex, are providing digital cross-border settlement and cryptocurrency 
exchange  services  ( both  decentralized  and fiat - pegged exchange ) that  can  form a
strategy of aggregation with banking as well as core financial institutions to unlock such 
massive growth opportunities.  An ever-shifting consumer base consisting mainly from 
new millennials are becoming the largest revenue-driving segment for all sectors and 
they  favor  accessibility ,  convenience  and  speed  over banking relationships.  Further,
regulatory shifts are also compelling traditional banks to digitize quickly, focusing on 
transparency-driven frameworks.

Therefore, we can see that the BOCT platform is expected to be a trend setter that create 
operational   efficiencies  ( in  the  form  of  faster  validation  of  settlements ) for  many
merchants  and  set  to redefine  cost saving strategies in the new digitize consumer era.

This whitepaper also set to defines how BOCT can be adopted in the healthcare sector 
and set out key principles for collaboration with banking institutions in the future.

1.Executive Summary
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2.Background on CBGL, RMBex and BOCT
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CBGL is a financial services firm, approved by the Labuan Financial Services Authority 
(“LFSA”) to carry out credit token business as defined under Section 86 of the Labuan 
Financial Services and Securities Act 2010 (“LFSSA”) (subject to relevant conditions being 
complied), that provides blockchain technology enabling and applications services via 
our proprietary BOCT platform.

The  Company  is  founded  by  market  professionals  with  an  in-depth  knowledge of
Blockchain, Capital Markets, and Private Equity and the vision to be a recognized and 
respected niche financial product provider, by achieving above average returns for all 
shareholders.

CBGL, currently a limited company that is located in Labuan, will strive towards having a 
global presence in various countries like Thailand, Singapore, Vietnam, Hong Kong and 
Indonesia  in  the  next  ten (10)  years,  making  it  a  common  name and a sustainable
business.

From its inception, it will provide a stable fiat-pegged blockchain asset which is believed 
to be the solution to the current barrier of blockchain assets adoption in the market.  The 
key factor that we are addressing here is the inability to do blockchain assets settlement 
quickly and safely due to market risks such as high volatility in pricing and unstable 
liquidity.  CBGL  will  work  only  with  licensed  financial institutions or financial services
provider such as Licensed Banks and Investment Banks, Trust Companies and etc for all 
transactions.

CBGL will have in place a well-structured organizational system that will ensure the daily 
operations  of  the  business  is  geared  towards  achieving  its  goals  and  objective of
reaching the communities and the global market within the shortest period of time. It 
has a thoroughly planned marketing strategy to create a widespread awareness of its 
products and services within the community as well as globally.

RMBex, licensed under LFSA, is a financial services firm that provides a platform for 
online trading and brokering services, with particular emphasis on Cryptocurrencies for 
private  and  high  net  worth  individuals and  institutional  clients.  BOCT  can  also  be
integrated and traded via the RMBex.

Both CBGL and RMBex are founded and ultimately owned by Mr. Ong Xeng Thou.

RMBex Limited: MB/21/0062, Dated 17/3/2021
Creditz Base Group Ltd : CTB/21/0008, Dated 19/2/2021
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3.Implementation Benefits
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(i) Supported by fiat currencies 
 At inception, BOCT works with USD.  BOCT will strive to work with a plethora of  
 other national currencies, including CNY, EUR, GBP, JPY and more.  This allows  
 many investors buy BOCT in their local currencies, which is very convenient. 
 

(ii) Credit card payments, debit card and bank transfers.
 Clients of BOCT are able to transfer money via a couple of the most popular and  
 convenient payment methods:  Credit card payments, bank transfers, and China  
 Union Pay.
 

(iii) Ease of use
 The two previous points immediately make the BOCT platform easy to use, as  
 even newcomers in the crypto world (who don’t hold any tokens) can directly  
 access it.

(iv) Interchangeable with other alternative cryptocurrencies
 At RMBex, users can buy, sell, convert and keep the most popular
 cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP.

(v) Registered with LFSA
 BOCT (under CBGL) is registered and licensed under LFSA.  While this is not a  
 regulation in the strict sense of the word, it adds a significant layer of credibility  
 to this platform.



4.Application of BOCT 

For Merchants
A good starting point for BOCT is via the healthcare and medical sector.  General health-
care industry  spending  is  expected to  be fueled by increasing demand for healthcare
services, and emergence of new care models beyond traditional hospital settings.  Rapid 
development in technology presents both challenges and opportunities to industry 
players, including pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, medical technology manufacturers,
digital health vendors and healthcare service providers.

BOCT platform exhibits 2 key benefits in its application for its users, namely:
(i) Create operational efficiencies

Such  payment  gateway  allows  its  users  the  option  to  make  payment  at their
convenience and reduce the usage of physical cash and/or multi fiat currencies i.e. 
BOCT provides  a  convenient alternative  to  speed  up settlement of medical fees 
(faster validation as internal KYC would also have been done much earlier). 

-

(ii) Future potential for Data Management and Cost Savings

Besides being an efficient payment gateway, the BOCT platform can also unlock 
future potential especially in efficiency of data management.  Patients records, files 
and appointment schedules can all be efficiently registered (thereby allowing for 
cost  saving – easier  to  monitor  and  potentially  fewer  reconciliation  errors - for
hospitals as these tend to be labour-intensive to be administered).

-

At this juncture, many industry observers are of the view that Blockchain is in the 
proof-of-concept   stage.  However ,  here  at  CBGL ,  we  have  already  developed  the
infrastructure in the form of BOCT and remittance platform.  Changing how transactions 
are settled is possibly the most significant benefit of BOCT whereby hospitals and/or 
healthcare   providers   can   save   significant   costs   bypassing  the  conventional and
expensive payment networks.  Depending on the size of operations, such costs savings 
benefits over a period of 5 or 10 years for example can be significant and transform into 
a potentially lucrative Return-On-Investment for corporations that invest in and adopt it 
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4.Application of BOCT 

For Exchange platform
New - millennials   consumers   are   driving   revenue - driven  corporations to adept at
applying rapidly advancing digital technologies and its benefit within a regulatory 
framework requirement.  

A platform that is regulated to trade cryptocurrencies will definitely allows corporations 
the option to build / innovate and deliver consumable services that supports BOCT and 
/or other cryptocurrencies for cross-selling / trading option for BOCT and other
cryptocurrencies.

RMBex represent a licensed brokering platform for cross-selling and/or trading of BOCT.  
RMBex primarily (i) facilitates BOCT- Fiat transactions via deposit / withdrawal / storage 
method; and (ii) provides a wallet platform ready for trading of multi-cryptocurrencies 
e.g. BOCT, BTC, USDT, ETH, XRP.

Therefore, the application of BOCT in the new millennial era integrated into an unique 
trading capability offers a more versatile access to financial services.

For Users
Below are types of individual cryptocurrencies’ users in the world today.  From: 

(i) traders looking to earn profits daily; 
(ii) to long term investors looking to store their crypto-assets securely; 
(iii) to technology ¬savvy shoppers looking to avoid excessive credit card fees or  
 maintain their privacy; 
(iv) to philosophical users looking to change the world; 
(v) to those looking to remit payments globally more effectively; 
(vi) to those in third world countries looking for access to financial services for the first  
 time; 
(vii) to developers looking to create new technologies; 
 
For each of these individuals, we believe BOCT are useful in many similar ways:
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There are basically 3 layers of stack which forms the underlying technology of the BOCT 
platform, as follows:

Further description for each layer

1) The first layer is the Ethereum blockchain.  BOCT’s transactional ledger is embedded 
    in the Ethereum blockchain.

2) The second layer is the BOCT Smart Contract.  It is a foundational technology
    that can:

3) The third layer is CBGL, our business entity primarily responsible for:

a) Grant (create) and revoke (destroy) digital coins represented as metadata
    embedded in the Ethereum blockchain; in this case, fiat-pegged digital tokens.

a) Accepting fiat deposits and issuing the corresponding BOCT
b) Sending fiat withdrawals and revoking the corresponding BOCT
c) Custody of the fiat reserves that back all coins in circulation
d) Publicly reporting Proof of Reserves and other audit results
e) Initiating and managing integrations with existing Ethereum/blockchain
    wallets, exchanges, and merchants
f) Operating a web-based application BOCT.io, an application which allows
   users to send, receive, store, and convert coins conveniently

b) Track and report the circulation of BOCT via BOCT API.

c) Enable users to transact and store tethers and other assets/tokens in 

i. p2p, pseudoanonymous, cryptographically secure environment.
ii. opensource, browserbased, encrypted webwallets
iii. multisignature and offline cold storage supporting system

5.BOCT Technology 
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Layer 1 Ethereum Blockchain

BOCT Smart Contract

BOCT Issuer : Creditz Base Group Limited

Layer 2

Layer 3



The following flow chart illustrates the process of converting fiat currencies into BOCT 
and vice versa: 

Step 1

• User transfers fiat currency – usually local currencies - into CBGL's bank account. 

• Pre-requisites:  All BOCT users must fulfill the required KYC/AML screening before they  

  are able to exchange Fiat currencies with BOCT.

6.Mechanism and Fund Flow of BOCT Platform
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Step 2 
• CBGL  received  the  fiat currency, and communicated via API and then BOCT platform  
  generates  and  credits  the  user's  BOCT  account.  ( Note:  such  tokenization  system
  provides  data  processing applications with  the  authority  and  interface to request /
  generate tokens ).
• BOCT enters circulation. 
• Amount  of  fiat  currency  deposited  by user will be the same as the number of BOCT  
  issued to user (i.e. 10k USD deposited = 10k BOCT issued).

Step 3 
• Users transact with  BOCT, which  may be used in RMBex, transfer to other BOCT users  
  or spending in merchants. 
• The user can transfer, exchange, and store BOCT via the web based BOCT.io
  application and platform.

Step 4 
• The user deposits BOCT with CBGL for redemption into fiat currency.

Step 5 
• BOCT ERC-20  Smart  Contract  will  destroy the BOCT based on the criteria and sends
  fiat currency to the user’s bank account. 
• Users  can  obtain  BOCT  outside  of  the aforementioned process via an exchange or  
  another verified BOCT user. 
• Once a BOCT enters circulation it can be traded freely between any business or
  individual. 

The main concept to be conveyed by the Fund Flow process is that CBGL is the only party 
licensed to issue BOCT into circulation (create them) or take them out of circulation
(destroy them).

For Option 2: Crypto-to-Crypto Swap
Wallet in boct.io allows users to initiate crypto-to-crypto swap.  It should be noted that 
Users  must fulfill  the  required KYC/AML  screening for any form of conversion back to
Fiat / withdrawals.

6.Mechanism and Fund Flow of BOCT Platform.
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BOCT platform will have a Proof of Funds page in our website, updating the amount of 
Funds and total number of BOCT in circulation, to ensure transparency.  CBGL will 
appoint  a  Licensed  Auditor  to  ensure the  accuracy of  the data. To  add on, all of the 
transactions are automated with sufficient audit trial for audits and inspection.

7.Proof of Funds

CBGL offers Blockchain Technology Enabling and Applications services that includes but 
are not limited to the following: 

a. To maintain BOCT as a channel of Exchange Value: 
Revenue Source: Estimate 1% fees charged for each transaction.  However, it should be 
noted that CBGL may amend such charges as it deems fit.

b. To utilize BOCT as an underlying token for asset tokenization applications:
Revenue Source: Consultation and Service fees charge for developing the blockchain-
enabled application and relevant supporting infrastructures.

c. To provide a decentralized platform for convenience and ease-of-use
Wallet application
Revenue Source: Added features and applications to promote the usage / transactions 
from other cryptocurrencies.

8.Products and Services 
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The FinTech industry as a whole has been experiencing staggering growth for the past 
few years.  Owing to its strategic location in the heart of Asia Pacific, Labuan (Malaysia) 
is well positioned to access to one of the fastest growing regions in the world.  Malaysian 
Digital Economy Corporation Sdn Bhd (“MDEC”) has recently announced that Malaysia 
has the potential to become a digital hub for ASEAN to spread the growth of the digital 
economy throughout the region.

CBGL will be based in the Federal Territory of Labuan, Malaysia.  In line with LFSA circular 
encouraging Innovative Financial Services (“IFS”) activities in Labuan, we are glad to 
establish our base in one of the most innovative jurisdiction in the Asia region.

Headquartered in Labuan, Malaysia, CBGL plans to expand its presence rapidly in other 
major ASEAN countries including: Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore and Hong 
Kong.

The company is wholly owned by and managed by Mr. Ong Xeng Thou

9.Company Ownership
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Management Organization Chart – CBGL

Management Organization Chart – RMBex Limited
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11. Organization Chart 



Background of Directors

Ong Xeng Thou
CEO & Principal
Compliance Officer

Tan Gaik Mei
Director

Below are some backgrounds of Directors are described as follows:
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• Co-founder of Fortune Capital Worldwide and Australia
  Protected Crops
• Organize and manage international events such as the 1600           
   pandas World tour in Malaysia & www.HBArt.asia
• Lead as the Creative Director for Faster Ads Group of Services 
• Headed the team to win 5 grand awards from A+M MArkies 

Awards: 
- The Best Ideas of Media Publication Relations
- The Best Ideas of Launch
- The Overall Winner of Creative Ideas
- The Best ideas of Viral Marketing
- The Best ideas of Social Media Strategy

• Extensive 15 years as business strategist & advisor in businesses,  
   investments and blockchain
• Recognised and certified as the Blockchain Expert by Blockchain  
   Councils USA
• Key partner of Blockchain Councils in Hong Kong Region to   
   promote Blockchain academic courses.
• Ensure the company is in compliance with Regulatory
  Requirements at all times.

• Co-founded Alliance Pacific Capital Group (APC Group) that  
  specializes in merger & acquisition, turnaround & restructuring,  
  risk management and investment.
• Founded and acquired companies, overseeing the entire
  operations and finance functions of the companies
• Distinguished 16 years of experience in Asia Pacific banking and  
  finance industries
• Turnaround companies from loss-making to USD 7mil revenue in  
  a year
• Set-up and managed bank in China and achieved breakeven  
  within 1 month of operation.



Strengths
• Highly skilled and experienced workforce: we have directors who are well experienced  
  in the financial service industry, the quality of their experience and the type of service   
  we will offer in our company is indeed a huge strength for CBGL.

• Strong  Online  Community :  CBGL  is  leveraged on  the most populous platform and
  communities  via  the  online  marketplace  and  service  aid to achieve its set goal and
  objectives. CBGL  has  existing  customer base ready to implement BOCT and is poised
  to develop a strong online presence that further attracts users.

Weakness
• Limitation  of  a  fully  trust - less  system :  While  there  is  without doubt that current
  consumers and businesses  alike  acknowledges  the  rampant  rise  of  fintech  and its
  application,  CBGL  acknowledges  that  the  BOCT and  its corresponding tokenization    
  system is likely to face implementation challenge due to lack of awareness / unfamiliar   
  and that it will take some time before it can become part of mainstream platform.

• Funding: Sufficient funding has always been a key success factor in any businesses.   
  CBGL will always seek out funding possibilities for expansion purposes.

Opportunities
• To  be  part  of  mainstream  financial  service  provider :  Looking at our key weakness  
  above , CBGL  recognises  that  seeking  out  partnerships  with banking incumbents is  
  expected  to  offer  formidable  synergistic  advantages  to all stakeholders.  A win-win  
  partnership  between  nonbanks-fintech  companies like CBGL and incumbent banks is
  to  keep  pace with  demands of new millennial consumers at a reasonable cost, which
  via forging symbiotic partnerships.

Threats:
• Unfavourable policies / regulations may pose a threat for novel and innovative
  segments like ours.

• Competition from other existing cryptocurrencies may divert potential revenue
  sources away.

12. How CBGL addresses key implementation challenges?
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13.Looking Forward: A synergistic partnership towards the future
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Look no further than the retail consumer space to understand the potential impact of 
nonbanks   and   fintech   companies   entering  the   financial   services   segment.  The
continuous rise in tech consumerization and applications has opened the door for many 
fintech and nonbanks to make forays into the banking value chain.  

However, majority of fintech attention has been limited to payment settlement segment 
and   consumer   lending  segment  of  the value  chain.  CBGL, through BOCT-RMBex
platform payment gateway, is looking forward to a synergistic partnership with 
mainstream banks for the overall development of a digital banking ecosystem.

Why such collaboration is important to CBGL?

The banking industry coexists within a very strict regulatory framework, unlike insurgent 
players that work under minimal constraints.  Regulators globally are trying to balance 
the need to protect consumer interests and unlock the banking capabilities that lay at 
the heart of competition in the data economy.

With their large customer bases, reams of historical data, reliable infrastructure and 
decades spent establishing consumer trust, banks have many competitive strengths. 
Banks  are  also  experienced at  navigating  a complex  regulatory environment and are
officially chartered to operate a financial business.  All of these capabilities make them 
relevant and attractive to fintech and nonbanks seeking partnerships.  For our part, CBGL 
can offer innovation capabilities, operating with a lean, agile IT infrastructure as well as 
new consumer base for benefits of all.  A win-win for collaboration with mainstream 
banking incumbents and new entrants like CBGL is to keep pace with the demands of 
new millennial consumers at a reasonable cost by forging symbiotic partnerships. 
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